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Introduction
This publishable summary summarises the content produced for D3.1 called ‘SMARTSPACES Service Specification V.1’.
The deliverable introduces the SMARTSPACES Common Framework that has been chosen to represent the
SMARTSPACES service offered by all 11 pilot sites and that can be used as a reference point when replicating
the SMARTPSPACES service for future pilots. More concretely, D3.1 describes the used architectural model
(‘The 4+1 Architectural View Model’), the standards used, as well as the hardware and software deployed by
each pilot site as an instance of the SMARTSPACES architectural model.
The service specification follows, introducing the user facing web services and building and central application requirements. D3.1 can be seen as a collection of pilot site data on architectural level that will be analysed and later on compiled into a guide for replicating the SMARTSPACES service.

The SMARTSPACES architectural model explained
The framework template structure provided for the SMARTSPACES
is based on the “4+1 view” adapted to solve the specific challenges
of the pilots’ systems. In order to properly address these challenges,
the model proposed for SMARTSPACES is made up of five main
views that work together to provide a complete picture for each pilot architecture. It can be seen as a starting point for each pilot
when building the service, and the results on pilot site level will be
used to identify best practices and eventually create a guide on how
to implement the SMARTSPACES service based on the feedback and
experience of the 11 pilot sites during the project.
An introduction of each view together with an overview of required
data is given on the next page of this summary.

SMARTSPACES Adopted 4+1 model

The 4+1 model views >> Fact Sheet
SMARTSPACES Key Figures The project started on 1 January 2012 and will
last for three years. It will set up 11 pilot sites in 11 cities in 8 countries and be
operated by 25 partners with an overall budget of almost 7 million Euro.

The project is co-funded by the European Commission
within the CIP ICT Policy Support Programme
(Grant agreement no. 297273).
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Logical view
It describes the system’s functional elements with a detailed description. This view is the cornerstone of most
Architectural Descriptions (ADs) and is often the first part of the description that stakeholders try to read. It
drives the shape of other system structures such as the information structure, concurrency structure, deployment structure, and so on. SMARTSPACES will describe the complete functional requirements in this view, to
enable the reader to understand all the functionality and to validate the results.
Development view
It describes the architecture that supports the software development process. Development views communicate the aspects of the architecture of interest to those stakeholders involved in building, testing, maintaining,
and enhancing the system. SMARTSPACES will show the topology of the connections between the Data Collecting System and the central system. It enables the reader to understand the hardware structure in several pilot
sites and the solution adopted in order to find the best solution suited for one’s own needs.
Deployment view
Describes the environment into which the system will be deployed, including capturing the dependencies the
system has on its runtime environment. This view captures the hardware environment that a system needs
(primarily the processing nodes, network interconnections, and disk storage facilities required), the technical
environment requirements for each element, and the mapping of the software elements to the runtime environment that will execute them.
Process view
Describes how the system will be operated, administered, and supported when it is running in its production
environment. For all but the simplest systems, installing, managing, and operating the system is a significant
task that must be considered and planned at design time. The aim of the process viewpoint is to identify system
-wide strategies for addressing the operational concerns of the system’s stakeholders and to identify operative
roles in the system.
Scenarios
The Scenarios are in some sense an abstraction of the most important requirements. They play a cross role, putting it all together.

Gathering the material for a pilot site’s architecture
- Complete list of SMARTSPACES functional requirements (D1.1)
- Refined set of functional requirements and use cases (D1.2)

- Complete set of 49
use cases (D1.2)

- Conceptual diagrams (UML) - top level
(1st iteration)
- Refined diagrams, more detail in modelled UMS objects and classes
- Non-functional requirements (D1.1)

- Process models set (D2.1) - multiple
iterations

- Conceptual architecture of the hardware nodes (1st iteration)
- UML deployment diagrams (2nd iteration)

D4.1 Results of SMARTSPACES prototype testing (version 1)

Coming Next

